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Open Days are popular events wherever they are
held. They are usually free and often fun-filled.
The University of the South Pacific holds its open
day in the second semester each year and it is when
the University shows tax payers and stakeholders
what their money is being spent on and how
this impacts positively on national and regional
development.
The 2013 Open Day was held on Friday 9 August,
2013 and the Library made the most of the
opportunity to show potential students what it has
to offer in terms of information support for the
faculties and their programmes.
The Library also took the time to explain to visitors
what library staff do and to encourage interested
persons to consider a career in library work. The
Training section of the Library mounted a display
that showed the steps in a career in the profession

which together with acquisitions shared
top honours in the library’s internal section
competition. A beautiful jam and cream sponge
cake was their reward!
Library staff welcomed visitors and took them on
guided tours of the displays mounted specifically
for the day. Besides sharing information on the
Library’s range of resources and services, many
were fitter at the end of the day (walking two
floors) than when they began!
Open Day is a part of the Library’s marketing
programme that encourages individuals to come
to the University to study where they will have
access to a library of international standard:
www.usp.ac.fj/library

Elizabeth C. Reade Fong
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DEVELOPMENTS
UNT MASTER’S DEGREES IN LIBRARY SCIENCE FOR USAFFILIATED PACIFIC ISLANDS
LEAP: Library Education for the U.S.-Affiliated Pacific was the
first long-distance program outside of the continental U.S. for the
UNT’s College of Information.
After 20 combined years of elementary school, secondary school
and community college teaching, Elvis Zodiacal wanted to pursue
another career as an academic librarian, which meant earning a
master’s degree in library science.
Until recently, Elvis would have had to leave his home in American
Samoa and travel more than 2,000 miles to enroll at the University
of Hawaii. In August 2011, however, he received a full scholarship
to enroll in the UNT’s College of Information’s online master’s
program in library science under LEAP that began after the college
received an almost $1 million grant from the Institute of Museum
and Library Services’ Laura Bush 21st Century Library Program.
Elvis and 30 other students in the program received their master’s
degrees during a ceremony July 19 (Friday) in Susupe, Saipan, part
of the Northern Mariana Islands. UNT representatives attended
the ceremony. With his degree, Zodiacal will become the new
library director at American Samoa Community College. The
current director is retiring.

to let everyone, especially Chuukese, know the importance of
libraries, and I believe a person with a master’s degree in this field is
the appropriate person,” she says, noting that her knowledge could
provide her with opportunities for teaching as well as qualify her
for any library job.
Roland San Nicholas who has been earning his degree while
working as the vice principal of a Catholic high school in Guam.
He wanted to earn the degree to improve library services and create
a digital archive for his school, but says he may also work as an
academic or medical librarian in Guam or on another island.
Chandler says the LEAP students faced some obstacles that many
UNT students rarely experience, such as not having Internet access
for days at a time and not being able to get books for their classes
right away. She adds, however, that she sees more similarities than
differences in the LEAP students and other UNT students.
“The Pacific Islands community has placed tremendous pride in
our program, and some of our students were promised jobs before
they finished their degrees,” Chandler says.
Jennifer Hainrick says she was named director of a library in
Pohnpei, which is part of the Federated States of Micronesia, when
she was first accepted into the degree program. She says she was
hired “with the condition that I would earn my master’s in library
science within two years.”
Source:http: //www.unt.edu/features/2013_pacific-islandcommencement/index.htm?homepage=1]

15TH PARBICA CONFERENCE, HONIARA, SOLOMON
ISLANDS 12-16 AUGUST 2013

Before LEAP began, only two or three school librarians in the U.S.Affiliated Pacific Islands had master of library science degrees, and
only an associate’s degree in the field is offered at any of the islands’
colleges and universities, says Yvonne Chandler, UNT associate
professor of library and information sciences and LEAP’s codirector.
Alicia Diego, from Guam, said the degree will “enable me to
effectively identify issues that pertain to school libraries and to have
the confidence to address them publicly. My interest in pursuing
a master’s degree in library science was to enhance the quality of
life in Guam and neighboring islands in the Pacific region via
education.”
Like Diego, Jayleen Kokis, from Chuuk in Micronesia, was already
working as a librarian when she became a LEAP student. “I want
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New and old friends came together recently for the 15th PARBICA
conference. Over 60 archivists, records managers and public
servants from 14 countries around the Pacific were warmly hosted
by the National Archives of Solomon Islands during a week of
stimulating discussions, presentations and workshops around the
central theme of ‘Leading Archives into the Digital Age: Personal,
Professional, Institutional’.
PARBICA conferences provide a vital opportunity for delegates to
learn from each other, and build valuable networks and relationships
in the Pacific. A conference highlight this year was the attendance
of Margaret Crockett, the Deputy Secretary General (Conferences)
of the International Council on Archives (ICA) who travelled from
London. Delegates found her presence invaluable and appreciated
the opportunity to engage with the ICA so closely.
Source: http://www.parbica.org/news/parbica-15-held-in-honiara.
aspx

DEVELOPMENTS
ONLINE MUSEUM CELEBRATING MARSHALLESE FINE
MATS OPENS
The Marshall Islands has a new museum dedicated to the finely
woven mats known as jaki-ed. Admission is free and its opening
hours is 24/7 as it’s a virtual museum.
The museum is an imaginary place designed to showcase the historic
and contemporary mats of the Marshalls. In this wondrous world,
you can stroll’ through rooms full of historic mats in Britain or
Germany, relax in the cinema as you watch a ‘Majuro Productions’
show, or go shopping in the museum store. The museum, found at
www.clothingmatsofthemarshalls.com, is the result of many years
of work that had its beginnings in 2004 when Maria Fowler, the
daughter of Iroij and President Amata Kabua, was in Hawaii with
her daughter.
It was my first time there and MaryLou introduced me to Betty
Kam, who took us to the back of the museum to see the mats,”
Maria said.
“That’s when I saw the historic jaki-ed for the first time. I nearly
cried. There were over 10 mats and while I was looking at them
and seeing how beautiful they were, I thought to myself that we
really need to revive this skill.”
Maria went to back to Majuro full of ideas. At the time she
was working with the Director of the University of the South
Pacific’s Majuro campus, Dr. Irene Taafaki on compiling a book
of traditional Marshallese medicine (Traditional Medicine of the
Marshall Islands: The Women, the Plants, the Treatments).
“I talked to Irene about the mats, explaining their importance.
Then, a few years later, both of us were in Hawaii to launch the
medicine book and so we both went to the Bishop to see the mats.
It was really exciting.”
The pair began to think of how they may revive the art of weaving
the jaki-ed needed someone to be to be the patron for the project
and it so happened that Iroij Michael, my uncle, who was so into
reviving the culture was chosen as the patron.
Bill Weza, the late general manager of the Marshall Islands Resort,
was also very interested in the project. “We soon had a group of
people working on ideas.”
These included Hawaii’s Caroline Yacoe, who has close ties with
the Bishop Museum, and the museum’s Betty Kam. “We got
permission from the Bishop Museum to bring back photos of
their jaki-ed,” Maria said. “Our next step was to contact WUTMI,
which was having a general assembly. I knew a master weaver from
Ujae called Tibonieng Samuel who was still weaving. We also
contacted Patsy Hermon from Namdrik whom I had heard was an
expert weaver.

From that humble beginning, Maria and Irene went on to hold
weaving workshops and also an exhibition and auction of jakied, now held every year at the Marshall Islands Resort to coincide
with Culture Day. In recent years there have been apprenticeships
around the country in which many dozens of young women have
learned how to make the finely-woven clothing mats.
These trainings were sponsored by the RMI National Training
Council, while the Australian Government has supported the
creation of the virtual museum.
With the help of these and many other organizations and
individuals, the art of making jaki-ed has been revived and you can
see the old and the new in the Marshall’s new museum. Stop by
today and enjoy!
Source: Yokwe: http://www.yokwe.net/Copyright © 2013 Yokwe. All
Rights Reserved

CALL FOR FIJI LIBRARY CONSORTIUM
Representatives from various educational institutions met on
August 27, 2013 to discuss the need for a Fiji Library Consortium
aimed at promoting easier access and exchange of knowledge.
Meeting chairman and FNU librarian Dr Chaminda Jayasundara
presented a report of the vision and plan for the consortium to
representatives of 10 institutions including USP and the Secretariat
of the Pacific Community.
Earlier this year Fiji became the first Pacific partner country of EIFL
(Electronic Information for Libraries), which is an international
organisation with the objective of increasing access of knowledge
in developing and transitional countries.
Mr Jayasundara, who is also the co-ordinator of EIFL in Fiji,
said the partnership with EIFL would allow Fiji libraries to have
numerous benefits including access to “free and largely discounted
electronic journals.”
“Libraries play a key role through the provision of high quality
information resources and services to enhance quality of research
outputs and the knowledge of academicians, researchers and policy
makers in a country,” he said.
Mr Jayasundara said public libraries needed more support from
various organisations, to help members of the public become wellinformed citizens.
Judith Titoko of the USP library proposed that the service be
expanded so other South Pacific countries may benefit from the
endeavour.
Source: http://www.fijitimes.com/story.aspx?id=245165

“At the WUTMI assembly, Tibonieng gave our first workshop on
jaki-ed. She showed the ladies the process of pounding the maan
(dried pandanus leaf ) and the basic weaving steps.”
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DEVELOPMENTS
NATIONAL ARCHIVES OF VANUATU OPENS
The 300-million vatu National Library and National Archives
building, a gift from Australia on the 30th anniversary of Vanuatu’s
independence, has been officially opened, as witnessed by more
than 600 people, including distinguished guests.
Located next to the Vanuatu Cultural Centre, Vanuatu now has
a permanent facility to safeguard the country’s rich and diverse
history. The design of the building was inspired by traditional
Melanesian style and utilized modern and sustainable building
materials. The building is in keeping with the design of the
Vanuatu Cultural Centre, creating the Vanuatu National Cultural
Council Complex, which is dedicated to the Vanuatu history and
culture.
Speaking at the opening ceremony, Prime Minister Moana
Carcasses said he believed the new National Library and Archives
building will be widely welcomed and visited often.
”It is with deep humility and great pride that I share this moment
with you all on the historic occasion of the opening of the Vanuatu
National Library and National Archives Building – a most
beautiful addition to the buildings within the Vanuatu National
Cultural Council Complex and a project very successfully achieved
through vision, a very generous donor and outstanding teamwork.
“Our written records have not had the attention they deserve
until quite recently under the direction of the former and current
directors of the Vanuatu Cultural Centre, Ralph Regenvanu and
Marcellin Abong. National Library and Archives staff have begun
to seriously sort, organise and digitize the documentary treasures
of our history. Their vision was to create a building to house,
protect and conserve this large national documentary cultural
heritage, while at the same time to include a national space for
Contemporary and other Visual Arts,” the PM said.
Visions and dreams of this kind cannot be achieved without
practical financial commitment and support from our very
generous donor, the Australian Government, through His
Excellency, Pablo Kang in 2010, who recognised the vision and
pledged the full support of his government and gifted the people
of Vanuatu this new National Library and National Archives
building.

THE BRITISH LIBRARY’S ENDANGERED ARCHIVES
PROGRAMME: CALL FOR APPLICATIONS
Pacific libraries, archives and museums are encouraged to apply for
a grant under The Endangered Archives Programme at the British
Library for the next round of funding. Detailed information on
the timetable, criteria, eligibility and procedures for applying for
a grant is available on the Programme’s website: http://eap.bl.uk/
Applications will be accepted in English or in French. The deadline
for receipt of preliminary grant applications is 1 November 2013.
Since it was established nine years ago, the Programme has so far
funded 214 projects worldwide with grants totaling £5.3 million.
The Programme is funded by Arcadia, in pursuit of one of its
charitable aims to preserve and disseminate cultural knowledge and
to promote education and research. The aim of the Programme is
to contribute to the preservation of archival material worldwide
that is in danger of destruction, neglect or physical deterioration.
The endangered archival material will normally be located in
countries where resources and opportunities to preserve such
material are lacking or limited.
The Programme’s objectives are achieved principally by awarding
grants to applicants to locate relevant endangered archival
collections, where possible to arrange their transfer to a suitable
local archival home, and to deposit copies with local institutions
and the British Library. Pilot projects are particularly welcomed,
to investigate the survival of archival collections on a particular
subject, in a discrete region, or in a specific format, and the
feasibility of their recovery.
To be considered for funding under the Programme, the archival
material should relate to a ‘pre-modern’ period of a society’s
history. There is no prescriptive definition of this, but it may
typically mean, for instance, any period before industrialization.
The relevant time period will therefore vary according to the
society.
For the purposes of the Programme, the term ‘archival material’ is
interpreted widely to include rare printed books, newspapers and
periodicals, audio and audio-visual materials, photographs and
manuscripts.

Australian High Commissioner, Jeremy Bruer, said the new
building would provide an essential service to all ni-Vanuatu. “The
Australian government is proud to present this building to the
people of Vanuatu. This facility in front of you is not just a library
and archives building. These walls will protect the memories,
stories and identity of this country,” Bruer said.

The Programme is keen to enhance local capabilities to manage
and preserve archival collections in the future and it is essential
that all projects include local archival partners in the country
where the project is based. Professional training for local staff is
one of the criteria for grant application assessment, whether it is
in the area of archival collection management or technical training
in digitisation.

He added, “I am sure this building will stand as an enduring
physical reminder of the strong friendship between our two
countries and our two people.”

The Programme is administered by the British Library and
applications are considered in an annual competition by an
international panel of historians and archivists.

In this photo, members of the crowd stand outside the National
Library and National Archives building during its official opening
ceremony.
Source: Vanuatu Daily Post – 27 Aug, 2013
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REGIONAL CONNECTIONS
USP OPEN DAY - LAUCALA CAMPUS LIBRARY: BEST
SUPPORT SERVICES DISPLAY

USP OPEN DAY - ALAFUA CAMPUS LIBRARY
The theme for this year’s Open Day was “Shaping your Future”
and a holistic approach to education and healthy lifestyles such
as balancing study with eating healthily and taking care of fitness
and wellbeing was taken. The display also featured book covers
for new books held in the library on growing fruit and vegetables.

The Library at Laucala Campus won the best support services
display for 2013. There were various displays done by the
library staff based on the University’s Open Day theme ‘USP –
Shaping your future’. The library highlighted this theme through
professions that result from a USP qualification. The Library
acknowledges sponsorship from Xpress Office Supplies, Fuji
Xerox and Quality Hygienix.

The display was created by library staff Lina Solomona with help
from Betty Pinati and Alakalaine Alatise.

In the picture is Library Training Coordinator, Ms Liviana
Tabalala who together with library staff put together the display
that won the internal library display competition.

	
  

TRAINING & WORKSHOPS CONFERENCES
VISIT BY US EMBASSY REGIONAL
INFORMATION OFFICER
The USP library was fortunate to have Ms. Alka Bhatnagar, the US
Embassy Regional Information Officer of the American Resource
Centre Headquarters, Tokyo, Japan make a presentation to USP
Laucala Library Staff on eLibrary USA, e-resources, new library
trends and federated searching. The presentation was attended by
librarians and library assistants.
E-library USA has created a database that supports learning not
only for scholars, and researchers but children and teenagers as
well. However, access to e-library USA is limited to individuals
and the protocol is that interested individuals need to contact
the American Resource Center in Fiji [US Embassy] whereby
their details will be sent to Resource Center in Washington and
the individual will be given a password to login into e-library
USA. The e-library portal can be accessed from home (with the
password) or from the American Resource Center in Fiji.

	
  

with high expectations, competition amidst changing new
economies and budget constraints. With these challenges the
role of librarians has changed. The mere role of librarians from
just ordering, cataloguing and issuing of library resources has
shifted from the traditional to a modern paradigm which requires
vigorous marketing. Libraries in the USA are now taking a very
mobile approach by taking a wider range of library services to the
communities than previously.
Ms. Bhatnagar shared that during her 31 years as a librarian she
has seen tremendous change in the way libraries operate. She
concluded by saying that “services will change, formats will change
but we will continue to open gates for information.”

During her presentation Ms Bhatnagar also emphasized some
of the challenges that libraries currently face such as: technology
advancement, rapid exchange of information, Global communities
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PEOPLE
MRS. TAUFA DOMONA
Mrs. Taufa Domona will be joining the USP Campus, Marshall Islands as
Senior Library Assistant for the next three years. Taufa holds the USP Diploma
in Library and Information Studies and has worked for USP, Laucala Campus
for over 30 years. She takes with her a wealth of library experience.
	
  

A DREAM JOB
Patricia Fratangelo
OSIC Coordinator, USP
I applied for the position of Coordinator,
Oceania Sport Information Centre (OSIC) at
USP’s Laucala Library because it met my top
three priorities: it sounded interesting, required
skills and qualifications I possessed, and was in
a place having a warm climate. When I announced to family and
friends in the USA that I’d been hired for a job in Fiji, I was the
object of admiration and envy: “I’d love to go there!” “You are
so lucky!” I smiled and wondered what it would actually be like.
Two years later, as my contract ends and I’ve met USP’s mandatory
retirement age, I’ll be leaving USP and Fiji soon. I would describe
my experience in Fiji, at USP and in the Library as wonderful. Fiji
has spectacular scenery, friendly people and warm weather, USP’s
Laucala campus is the most beautiful I’ve seen in the six countries
I’ve worked in, and the Library environment is the most unique.
It has been my pleasure to meet and work with wonderful people
from many areas of Fiji and from other countries. That is always
the best part of living and working in a country other than one’s
own.
What I have liked most about the Library is all the open space and
the natural light and fresh air coming through thousands of open
window louvers. It creates a great environment for humans but,
alas, a poor one for books, which acquire mould and mildew from
the humidity that also comes in. I have most admired the work
and dedication of the cleaning staff, who have longer duty hours
than other staff and whose work is physically more demanding
but who are always smiling and cheerful and do an excellent job
of keeping the library sparkling clean.
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Cultural differences are to be expected, of course.
One fascinating example is the concept of time,
which is split between colonial British precision
and the less structured “Fiji Time.” For example,
the library opens and closes precisely per posted
Opening Hours and the honoured British
tradition, Tea Time, is strictly adhered to. On
the other hand, it is a standing joke that for a
9:00am meeting, the Americans will arrive at
8:55, the “Europeans” soon after, and everyone
else will filter in gradually so that the meeting will
eventually begin slightly before 9:30.

	
  My work as OSIC Coordinator has focused on

the “manage” part of the OSIC mission, “To collect, manage
and disseminate information in the field of sport and physical
education for the Pacific region.” Some 6,000 print resources
now have spine labels and spine titles and are sorted and shelved
logically by categories and sub-categories using a specially devised
classification scheme based on the OSIC holdings. A searchable
records database of the holdings will serve as a finding aid and be
posted to the OSIC and library websites. The 3477-page Tony
Isaacs Collection of Oceania Athletics statistics has been digitized
for ready access and an index is in process which will become
a searchable database. Electronic files have been organized
and backed up. The entire collection is closed-stack and noncirculating for use by OSIC staff in responding to information
requests.
My work as Coordinator, Oceania Sport Information Centre has
been an amazing Dream Job, working in a paradise setting at a
spacious facility filled with light and fresh air, doing interesting
and challenging work. My USA compatriots were correct, I have
been lucky to have had two wonderful years living and working in
Fiji and they have every right to be envious.

RECENT PUBLICATIONS

FROM THE EDGE OF THE PACIFIC
/ Adele Ogier Jones
Canberra, Ginninderra Press, 2012,
ISBN: 9781740277259 76 p. USD7.95

“Another collection of experiences and imaginings from the watchful eye
of the poet who gave us Afghanistan - waiting for the bus. Here, the poet
weaves and gifts us with yet another salusalu (garland) of memories of and a
passion for people struggling to adapt to the realities of their environments,
that at times constitute “land beyond repair” (Somewhere Islands) yet, continuing to live dignified and
worthwhile lives, “strutting proud against the grass” (Magpies of Taveuni).’ - Konai Helu Thaman (Songs
of Love: new and selected poems) The earliest poems in this collection were written between 1990 and
1995, and others twenty years later. They were written in and for different countries of the South Pacific,
including Australia, a bigger island on the edge of the Pacific.”

TUTU-ANOTHER WAY: THROUGH RURAL, ADULT NONFORMAL EDUCATION
/ Adele M.E. Jones & Michael McVerry, Germany,Arnold Bergstraesser
Institute, 2013
ISBN : 9789829806925 345p. USD20.00
“The purpose of this book is to articulate the ‘why, how, and what’, or what
we call here in Tutu, the principles, the processes, and the practice of Marist
Training Centre Tutu (from hereon called Tutu). This book is principally for
the benefit of present and future staff, Board members, religious superiors
and any other people intimately involved in supporting Tutu into the future.
	
  
This book will allow institutional knowledge, experience and paradigm of
Tutu to be articulated and available for staff, Board and partners in order that they can understand, honor,
preserve and further enhance the lived charism and spirit of Tutu which has enabled it to fruitfully and
faithfully serve rural people for the last forty years.”
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS
FIJI TIME
/ Glen Craig & Peter Henning
Fiji, Three Loose Coconuts, 2003
ISBN: 0958756317 68 p. USD22.50
“When in Fiji as a visitor, it appears that time stands still, and the
whole country exists just for your pleasure, welcome smiles, warm
	
   eyes, and a friendly sense of humor.Relaxation is encouraged, and the
tropical climate ensures a feeling of contagious laziness. Experience
the Real Fiji and let yourself go.Time is not the essence - Fiji Time just goes on,and on,and on....and
on....”

NAFANUA: SAVING THE SAMOAN RAIN FOREST
/ Paul Alan Cox
Samoa, W.H. Freeman and Company, 1997
ISBN: 0716731169 238 p. USD23.95
“Cox has written a superb narrative of Samoan culture, endangered rain
forest landscapes, biodiversity, flying foxes, and the scientific discovery of
new medicines. He weaves these threads into a Samoan fine mat, a tapestry
illustrating his wellspring of personal inspiration and great faith, scientific
	
  
know-how, and keen cultural insights, leading the way toward a new policy
path of common sense solutions and laws which preserve both...cultural heritage and the remnants of
global rain forest, the legacy of future generations. Bruce F. Vento, Member of Congress.”

EXPLORE, READ & INVEST AT
USP BOOK CENTRE. THE HUB
FOR PACIFIC BOOKS...VISIT:
WWW.USPBOOKCENTRE.COM
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
VOL. 9, NO.3 (SEPTEMBER 2013)
LIBRARIES PA-C-FIKA REPLACES CENTRE LIBRARIES UPDATE AND PIC NEWS.
A QUARTERLY NEWSLETTER PRODUCED BY REGIONAL LIBRARIES AND PACIFIC
COLLECTION, USP LIBRARY
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